Measurements were perforlned for the photodisintegration cross section of the deuteron for photon energies from 1.6 to 2.8 GeV and center-of-mass angles from 37" to 90". The measured energy dependence of the cross section at 8, , , = 90" is in agreement with the constituent counting rules. One of the rnost intriguing issues in nuclear physics is whether perturbative quantum chromodynamics (pQCD) is applicable to exclusive nuclear reactions at energies of a few GeV. While it is widely believed that pQCD is applicable at sufficiently high energies, the reason that exclusive reactions appear to be well described by the constituent counting rules [1,2] remains uncertain. Exclusive photo-reactions in few-body systems are well suited to address this question because large momenturn transfers to the constituents can be obtained with photon energies of only a few GeV [ 3 ] . Previous studies [4, 5] of deuteron photodisintegration suggested the onset of asymptotic scaling near a photon energy of 1.5 GeV, although agreement with the constituent counting rules was observed only over a small energy interval from 1.4 to 1.8 GeV. Furthermore, the data from 0.8 to 1.6 GeV were consistent with another QCD-based approach, the reduced nuclear amplitude analysis [6] discussed below. Here we report data up to a photon energy of 2.8 GeV as a test of the asymptotic models.
For a pQCD description of these reactions to be valid, the amplitudes must be dominated by short range processes involving hard gluon exchanges between quarks. Thus the observation of constituent counting rule behavior in reactions on the deuteron is particularly surprising, considcring that the nucleon-nucleon interaction has a hard core. Thus far, experimental observation of scaling according to the constituent counting rules has been limited to systems involving free hadrons and mesons, but not nuclei. Exclusive photo-reactions for the proton appear to scale according to the constituent counting rules above 2 GeV 171. Furthermore, high energy nucleon-nucleon reactions appear to scale according to the constituent counting rules above energies larger than the nucleon masses 181. Thus data above a photon energy of 2 GeV are crucial.
The constituent counting rules [1, 2] predict that the differential cross section claldt should scale with energy as l /~" -~. where s is the square of the center-of-mass energy and n is the total number of pointlike constit~~ents involved in both the initial and final states of the reaction.
For the y d -pn reaction, we expect that when scaling is achieved. the cross section will have the form
where a calculation of the function h ( H , ,, ) requires a rnodel of the dynamics. Traditionally, experimental evidence for asymptotic scaling in exclusive reactions consists of two tests: (i) whether the data obey the constituent counting rules [1, 2] and ('i) whether hadron helicity conservation [9] is satisfied. No polarization data exist for high energy photo-reactions to date. and all investigations have focuscd on cross section measurements.
Because the momentum transfer per quark is relatively small ( < I ~e~? / c ' ) for existing elastic e r / scat- O 1995 The American Physical Society
